
Review of 

Hawker 800XP BizJet 

Created by Just Flight 

 

The Hawker 800XP is a low winged, two engine, mid-sized, corporate jet aircraft originally 

developed by the British Aerospace, but is currently built and assembled by Hawker Beechcrafts 

since 2007.  

The aircraft is capable of carrying between 8 and 15 passengers and a two-man crew for a range 

up to 2,600 NMIs and features a strengthened airframe, increased payload and the ability to 

carry a full seating configuration together with a full fuel load. 

The 800XP version features more powerful engines, the Honeywell TFE731-5BR, improved 

environmental systems, in-flight capable APU, enlarged TKS de-icing fluid tank, aileron and tab 

gearing, improved brake energy capacity and a small vortilon = a clean wing. 

The 800XP is part of the Hawker 800 portfolio that has been built since 1977, first by the British 

Aerospace, then Raytheon and now Hawker Beechcraft, and is today the most successful series 

of Hawker jets with over 800 aircrafts produced to date. 

 

Specs:  

 Produced by Hawker Beechcraft 

 First flight 1983 (Hawker 800) 

 Role Mid-size business jet 

 Status Active and in production 

 Built +800 

 Primary users 

o Japan Air-Self-Defence Force 

o Republic of Korea Air Force 

o Brazillian Air Force 

 

I downloaded this aircraft through Just flights website and the download went quickly and 

without any issues. The connection to Just flights download server is very good so the download 

of the complete file did not take much time. 



After the download was completed I started the installation process, which by the way is very 

simple, just activate the installation wizard and it will take care of the rest for you. I didn’t even 

have to select my FSX directory – the installation wizard found it itself and all I had to do was to 

confirm that I was me – meaning that I had to inform the installation wizard of my mail address 

and the registration code and that was it. 

The entire installation process was finished very quickly – maximum 2 minutes, and hereafter I 

quickly opened up my FSX folders to verify that the installation process had proceeded as 

scheduled, and of course it had - I found the Hawker 800XP perfectly placed in the FSX airplane 

subfolder. 

Now I opened up FSX and went inside my virtual hangar to check if the aircraft was also 

perfectly placed here. I found the Hawker 800XP perfectly placed in the Just Flight section of 

my virtual hanger, and here I also discovered that this add-on consists of more than just a single 

livery, but actually several very beautiful and realistic liveries – in all 7 different liveries. 

Included in this add-on is also a 50 pages PDF manual that contains information such as a 

comprehensive and very user friendly check list, a full description of each aspect of the virtual 

cockpit and various other important information. The manual is written very well and even 

though English is not my native languish I had no problems understanding it. 

I started my test with an external walk around the aircraft to get a feeling of the level of quality 

this model is made with. When looking at the external model I very quickly saw a superb 

resemblance between this model and various pictures that I had found of the real aircraft.  

The model is very realistic and true to the real aircraft and features a great many specific details, 

animations and effects. Furthermore the model is covered with very well made and good quality 

textures and has a very clean finish. 

The animations on the model are many and includes e.g. gears, gear suspension, rotating wheels, 

turning nose wheel, control surfaces, spoilers, flaps, door including steps, ground material, 

rotating fan-blades etc. To spice it all up Just Flight has also included various effects as a very 

nice light effect, where the lights are placed very accurate on the model and gives a perfectly 

clear, clean and bright shine with an asymmetric light effect of the wingtip lights. Another effect 

is the smoke effect when starting up the engines which also is very well made. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After my view around the external part of the model I walked up the steps and inside the 

aircraft. I now found myself in a virtual cabin that features furniture's, a person and various 

details as e.g. a small desk model of the Hawker 800XP.  

The virtual cabin is not high quality and features a rough modeling, fair texture quality and 

sparse details. The animations in the virtual cabin are very limited but do include blinking eyes 

of the person sitting in one of the seats. When sitting in the virtual cabin I was able to see the 

cockpit and the wings with animations as the ailerons, flaps and spoilers which most certainly is 

a positive quality of the virtual cabin.  

Next step was the cockpit – Just Flight has only created a virtual cockpit and no 2D cockpit, so 

if you as a simmer are in to the 2D cockpit then this model are in lack of that, but are you 

however a simmer with the passion for the virtual cockpit, then I am positive that you would 

like this virtual cockpit. 

The virtual cockpit features various animations such as clickable buttons and switches and also 

controls and of course fully working and integrated systems. The FMCs are working and can be 



programmed in a “light” version and can actually also be used for controlling the autopilot 

functions. The autopilot of course is also working and I tried to connect the GoFlight MCP-PRO 

to this autopilot and discovered that this was working perfectly for this aircraft add-on. 

The cockpit also features a superb depth, good textures quality, clean finish and very realistic 

layout that correspond very well to the real Hawker 800XP cockpit layout, this according to the 

various images that I could find on the internet. 

The virtual cockpit is fair to frame rates but has a very strange looking texture set for the 

windows. The view is very white-ish and not very transparent which makes it difficult to enjoy 

the view from the virtual cockpit. This gives the view through the windows a very unrealistic 

and actually very irritating effect – this is a huge downside for the virtual cockpit and I really 

hope that Just Flight will release a version 1.1 that will fix this issue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sound set used for this model is quite good. I found a few sound files of the Hawker 800 on 

the internet but none of the 800XP, but according to the sound files that I found, the sound set 

is fair and do resemble the Honeywell engines quite well. 

I tested the sound set in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo including a subwoofer and a full 

configuration of 7.1 surround sound. The sound set works perfectly with all settings and features 

a nice clean and clear sound both externally and internally. 

In regards to the flight dynamics I am not able to verify how accurate they are since I have not 

flown this aircraft in real life myself, but according to the specs and reference data, I found the 

aircraft to be quite accurate but balanced to FSX. 

The maximum IAS and the stall speeds with various flaps settings and with gear up/down is 

within a fair limit of the real specs – not 100% accurate but fair and if you install the service pack 

2 for this aircraft, the stall speeds for configuration 1 and 2 are corrected. (config 1 = gear up and 

no flaps, config 2 = gear down and full flaps). The aircraft is very user friendly and easy to fly, and 

is very steady both when blasting down the runway for take-off and while during the approach 

and final with full flaps and gear down. 

Using the spoilers does increase the aerodynamic draft = reduces updraft and decreasing the IAS, 

but the spoiler effect when during the landing roll, was very limited if actually not existing. I did 

not notice any change in my speed during the landing roll when only using the spoilers, but 

when applying the reverse thrusters I could really see the impact on my IAS instrument. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All-in-all my conclusion for this aircraft created by Just Flight is that the aircraft is above 

average, it features a very well made model with great animations and effects. A model that is 

true against the real world aircraft and features many specific details and many very well made 

animations. 

A very realistic virtual cockpit with a great depth, good quality textures and a great finish 

together with a great and very realistic cockpit atmosphere, fully working cockpit systems and a 

realistic sound set that works in both stereo and surround sound. 

I rate this add-on aircraft from Just Flight with 4/5-stars and thank Just Flight for contributing 

to the flightsim community with this excellent aircraft add-on. 

 

Rays Aviation 

 

  

Aircraft is sponsored by FligtSimToday.com 


